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Abstract. Since 1991, a nationwide histopathology and cytopathology network and archive is in operation in The Netherlands under the name PALGA, encompassing all sixty-four pathology laboratories in The Netherlands. The overall system comprises decentralized systems at the participating laboratories, a central databank, and a dedicated communication and information exchange tool. Excerpts of all histopathology and cytopathology reports are generated automatically at the participating laboratories and transferred to the central databank. Both the decentralized systems and the central system perform checks on the quality and completeness of excerpts. Currently, about 42 million records on almost 10 million patients are stored in the central databank. Each excerpt contains patient identifiers, including demographic data and the so-called PALGA diagnosis. The latter is structured along five classification axes: topography, morphology, function, procedure, and diseases. All data transfer and communication occurs electronically with encryption of patient and laboratory identifiers. All excerpts are continuously available to all participating pathology laboratories, thus contributing to the quality of daily patient care. In addition, external parties may obtain permission to use data from the PALGA system, either on an ongoing basis or on the basis of a specific permission. Annually, 40 to 60 applications for permission to use PALGA data are submitted. Among external users are the Dutch cancer registry, population-based screening programs for cancer of the uterine cervix and breast cancer in The Netherlands, and individual investigators addressing a range of research questions. Many scientific papers and theses incorporating PALGA data have been published already. In conclusion, the PALGA system is a unique system that requires a minimal effort on the part of the participating laboratories, while providing them a powerful tool in their daily practices.
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1. Introduction

Pathology laboratories associated with hospitals and clinics generate a host of data that are useful for decision making at the level of the individual patient, but also in a broader context. In order to facilitate the optimal use of histopathology and cytopathology data, a unique, nationwide network and archive has been set up in the Netherlands under the name PALGA (‘Pathologisch Anatomisch Landelijk Geautomatiseerd Archief’; Pathological Anatomy National Automated Archive; www.palga.nl). PALGA was founded by a number of pathology laboratories in 1971. The aims of PALGA were, and still are, to promote communication and information exchange between participating histopathology and cytopathology laboratories and to provide potentially useful data to others in the health care field in the interest of patient care and research. This paper provides an outline of the PALGA system and its main usage.
2. Organization and operations of PALGA

Between 1971 and 1991, an increasing number of laboratories joined PALGA such that virtually complete national coverage was achieved [1]. Currently, the globally unique PALGA databank contains about 42 million excerpts on nearly 10 million patients. It is growing at a rate of over two million excerpts per year by the online addition of new excerpts on a daily basis.

The PALGA network and registry comprise three components: decentralized information systems at all 64 participating laboratories, a central databank, and a dedicated communication and information exchange infrastructure (Fig. 1). The complete system is supervised and managed by the PALGA Foundation, supported by a small administrative office, based in Utrecht, and several external service providers. Apart from its executive committee, the organisation includes several special committees dealing with privacy issues, scientific exploitation of the databank, and other issues.

2.1. Decentralized information system

From the inception of PALGA, it has been the policy to tap the relevant information at the site of origin (i.e. the participating laboratories) on an ongoing basis and avoid the need for additional efforts by the participating laboratories. This aim has been achieved by using decentralized information systems running on the local computer system of the pathologist’s laboratory. This decentralized PALGA system automatically collects data from the local computer system and takes care of communication with the central PALGA databank. These decentralized systems also perform checks on data and reports entered by the local pathologist to ensure the quality and completeness of data going into the national databank.

When the local pathologist writes his/her pathology report, he/she adds to the standard description of macro/microscopic characteristics, ancillary techniques and conclusion, a series of standardized codes describing the nature of material analysed, the method of obtaining the material and the diagnosis. Subsequently, the decentralized PALGA system automatically generates a standardized, thesaurus-coded excerpt of the report containing a limited number of patient data (encrypted), a report identifier, (part of) the conclusions, and the so-called PALGA diagnosis, a coded diagnosis line based upon standard pathology terminology (Table 1). Excerpts are transferred to the central databank for retrieval on a daily basis. Patient identifiers include date of birth, gender and the first
Table 1
The standardized PALGA diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thesaurus</td>
<td>PALGA thesaurus&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification axes</td>
<td>T: Topography (localization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M: Morphology (nature of tissue change)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E: Etiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F: Function (functional abnormality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P: Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D: Diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis line (format)</td>
<td>Topography<em>technique</em>diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e.g., uterus<em>extirpation</em>myoma'; mamma<em>biopsy</em>adenocarcinoma)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Derived from SNOMED (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine), College of American Pathologists, version 1982.

eight letters of the patient’s family name. These identifiers as well as those identifying the submitting laboratory are transferred in an encrypted form, thus securing the privacy of the patient and the laboratory. Encrypting takes place locally at the laboratory when its decentralized system contacts the central databank.

2.2. Central databank

Excerpts transferred to the central databank are checked automatically before they are submitted by the decentralized system as well as upon receipt by the central databank. These checks include the diagnostic terminology used and the structure and completeness of the diagnosis line. In addition, the corresponding classification code is added to each diagnostic term appearing in the excerpt. Each submitted excerpt is registered in the central databank, even if it contains errors. In case of errors, the submitting laboratory will receive an error notification requesting the re-submission of a corrected version of the excerpt. When a corrected version is submitted, the original excerpt in the central databank is overwritten by the corrected version.

Through the procedures described above, which require only a minimal effort on the part of the participating laboratories, PALGA’s Central Information System (CIPA) is filled with a continuously increasing amount of information. This information is derived from all histopathological and cytopathological evaluations conducted in The Netherlands, and supplemented by evaluations conducted through the national screening program for cancer of the uterine cervix, and all post mortem investigations.

2.3. Communication and information exchange

A dedicated communication and information exchange infrastructure constitutes the ‘wiring’ of the PALGA system. Communication and information exchange between authorized parties within this system takes place via telephone lines, not web-based, contributing to the security of data exchange. Parties involved in communication and data exchange are the participating pathology laboratories and certain screening organizations in the Netherlands, such as the organizations conducting the national screening programs for cancer of the uterine cervix and breast cancer.

Other individuals or groups do not get direct access to the PALGA system. However, if an application for a search question, submitted by an external party is approved, the relevant data will be made available to that party through an authorized intermediate having access to the PALGA system. Patients’ identity will not be released to external parties, however.

3. Applications of the PALGA system

With millions of excerpt in its central databank, including excerpts of all pathology reports generated in The Netherlands as of 1991, the PALGA system is a powerful tool that could potentially serve various purposes, including daily patient care, disease registries, population-based studies, and epidemiological and scientific research.

3.1. Patient care

One of the core functions of PALGA is to support patient care on a daily basis. When a local pathologist is consulted on a specific patient and enters a new evaluation, the decentralized computer system automatically checks the central PALGA databank for information possibly available on that patient. The pathologist will then see all previous pathology evaluations the patient has undergone, their outcome and the identity of the laboratories that conducted these evaluations to the extent available in the databank. Thus, PALGA may contribute to optimal patient care by providing the patient’s complete pathology history to the consulting pathologist. Conversely, the availability of an easily accessible (to participating pathologists) central archive provides a strong motivation for pathologists to continue contributing data and to maintain the quality of data in the PALGA system.
3.2. Cancer registry and cancer screening

The PALGA databank is a very useful source of information for disease registries and population-based health studies in The Netherlands. For instance, PALGA is an important supplier of data to the Dutch cancer registry [40]. The cancer registry receives overviews of all new histologically or cytologically confirmed malignant tumours on a weekly basis. In addition, PALGA plays a central role in the population-based screening program for cancer of the uterine cervix [4,12,42]. Results of all PAP smears are recorded in the PALGA system in a standardized manner and invitations for repeat evaluations are generated automatically. Similarly, the Dutch breast cancer screening program uses the PALGA system to collect follow-up data from regular healthcare sources on women testing positive in the screening program. PALGA will also have an important role in the planned screening program for colorectal cancer in the Netherlands [9].

3.3. Research questions from third parties

Numerous scientific papers and many dissertations have been, and continue to be, published for which the PALGA databank has provided data. In principle, anyone with a relevant question may request permission for the use of data in the PALGA databank. Annually, forty to sixty applications for permission are being received, mainly from investigators in The Netherlands. Questions may be related to epidemiology, but may also address pathological diagnosis and follow-up. Applications must be made in writing and be motivated by the applicant. They are reviewed by PALGA’s Scientific Advisory Board for validity of the research question(s) to be addressed and by PALGA’s Privacy Protection College. If both committees issue a positive advice, permission may be granted by the Board of PALGA. Depending on the background of the applicant, more or less detailed data will be made available. For certain questions, approval by a medical-ethical review board may be required. A user fee is charged for services to others than the pathologists contributing excerpts to PALGA. Examples of recent research questions addressed by means of data from the PALGA databank can be found in the references [2,3,5,7,8,10,11,13–27,30,32–39,41,43–45].

4. Structured reporting

Traditionally, pathology reports are relatively well structured and contain information on the clinical question, macroscopic characteristics and microscopic evaluation of the specimen and the concluding diagnosis. Yet, pathologists have been relatively free in the way they present relevant information under each of these headings, but this is gradually changing. Multiple initiatives exist to determine the minimally required datasets to be reported for different types of pathology specimens [28,31]. Increasingly, such standards are developed through multidisciplinary initiatives. Obviously, for evidence-based patient care standardized pathology reports are of major importance. Also for research applications, standardized pathology reporting holds great promises. In addition to standards on which items should be reported, standardization also concerns data formats in which these items should be reported, and the databases in which these data should be stored.

The PALGA databank and its management structure provide a great opportunity in this respect. For a specific subset of samples, i.e. cervical cytology specimens, standardized reporting using a defined dataset, and databanking using fields with coded, searchable variables, has been operational for many years already. At present, initiatives are underway to implement this type of standardization for other types of samples, including surgical oncology specimens of the large bowel, breast, lung and other organs. To facilitate the use of these pro formas in combination with PALGA, a dedicated software module has been developed that will appear on top of the client software when the pathologist reports a specimen of this type. This software module will provide standardised entry forms. This will yield a standardised report for routine patient care as well as storage of fully searchable data in the central databank. On a nationwide basis this will allow specific queries like “all breast cancers smaller than one centimetre with more than three positive lymph nodes in a given year”. The current use of excerpts and diagnosis codes is much more prone to errors in data entry and coding and does not allow such detailed queries.

5. Biobanking

Pathology archives contain millions of tissue samples, either frozen or formaldehyde-fixed and embed-
ded in paraffin blocks. A subset of these samples has specifically been collected for research purposes with informed consent of the patients involved. For the larger part, this is material left over from completed diagnostic procedures. Such material may later on prove clinically relevant for the patient and/or his/her relatives. In addition, this material provides a tremendously powerful and important resource for scientific research as it allows correlations to be made between phenotypic features and biological characteristics of disease. The latter can be obtained by analysing tissue samples with state-of-the-art molecular technologies. In the Netherlands, the adequate secondary use of left-over tissue samples for scientific research is regulated by of a self-regulatory code of conduct, developed by the Federation of Dutch Medical Scientific Societies [6].

The PALGA databank has a dual role in this type of research. Firstly, PALGA serves as the index of the tissue archive, either within the local institution or nationwide. Secondly, the pathology reports in the databank provide a major source of information on disease phenotype in all cases. Obviously, the implementation of structured reports in the PALGA databank will benefit both functions. The great potential of the PALGA system in this respect is underscored by a recent report of the Netherlands Academy of Sciences. Recommendations are made to involve PALGA in projects for improving the research infrastructure for translational biomedical research in The Netherlands [29].

6. Concluding remarks

The PALGA system is a unique, highly automated pathology archiving and communication tool that provides considerable support to pathologists in their daily practices. The technology and procedures of PALGA were designed from the beginning to minimize the amount of effort required by the participating laboratories. This approach has resulted in the joining of the PALGA network by all 64 histopathology and cytopathology laboratories in The Netherlands and a continuously expanding automated archive of excerpts of pathology reports with currently about 42 million excerpts on nearly 10 million patients in the central database.

The PALGA system not only supports pathologists in daily practice by giving them easy access to current and historical data on their patients, it also supports the Dutch cancer registration, national screening organizations, and investigators wishing to address research questions in various domains, including epidemiology, pathology, and molecular biology of disease.
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